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The Hohenzollern Palace

This is a print of the Hohenzollern Palace in 1900. The view is from the steps of the Altes Museum. We see the fountains and greenery of the Lustgarten.
Smaller is often better

Sometime during the early 20th century, the esteemed art dealer Ching Tsaï Loo probably purchased the Guanyin from a small warehouse owner in China. A Chinese immigrant, C.T. Loo built a high-rise “Pagoda” on a street corner in Paris to showcase some of his art collection and conduct his business. The Pagoda still stands today and is a popular tourist destination. Loo was one of a few art dealers who had a significant impact on the emergence of Asian objects in the Western art market at the time. However, Loo had a way with words and was capable of creating a history of intrigue and mystery behind objects that may not have been as glamorous as he portrayed them. Most wealthy buyers that purchased from Loo were so fascinated by the stories that Loo told about objects that it did not matter how true the stories were.
Look to other disciplines
BE A LOCIOVORE
VARY THE FEEDBACK
EXPLORING THE MUSEUM
All About Things
EVERGREEN MUSEUM & LIBRARY

A set of silver spoons, a Walloon sword, and a Japanese katana are among a collection of historical objects recently returned to Evergreen Museum & Library. Researched and catalogued for the first time by five student history detectives from Johns Hopkins University, the diverse artifacts on display in this winter focus exhibition illuminate the broad collecting interests of the B&O Railroad’s Garrett family, the range of teaching that takes place at Evergreen, and the many stories that can be told through a single object.

OPENING RECEPTION
during An Ever Green Evening
DEC 10 6–8PM
seasonal decorations, live jazz, snacks, silent auction, merriment and more
$5 / FREE for members + JHU students / RSVP

ISABELLA ALTHERR, AAS '19
JOEY CHEN, ENGR '19
ANTHONY GARAT, ENGR '19
BROOKE STEPHANIAN, ENGR '19
JULIA ZIMMERMAN, AAS '19

Presented by EVERGREEN MUSEUM & LIBRARY and the PROGRAM IN MUSEUMS & SOCIETY
4545 N. CHARLES STREET, BALTIMORE, MD 21210
410.516.0341 | MUSEUMS.JHU.EDU
Hours: Tue-Fri 11–4, Sat-Sun 12–4 | FREE for Members and with J-Card

← YOU ARE INVITED!